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Radiation of a strong shock wave propagating in air at heights H < 50 km with velocity D = 2 0 - 5 0  krn/sec 

is investigated. From the solution of  a sel f-consistent  radiat ion-gasdynamic problem with real 

thermodynamic and optical properties of air the distributions of gasdynamic parameters and radiant fluxes 

in the heating region ahead of the front and in the relaxation zone behind a viscous shock are obtained. The 

characteristics of radiation generated by the shock wave and going to "infinity" are determined. Calculations 

of integral and spectral radiation fluxes on the earth's surface at different stages of the motion of a large 

asteroid in the atmosphere are given. 

Meteoric bodies move in the Earth's atmosphere with velocities in the range V - 1 0 - 7 0  km/sec. In the 

upper layers of the atmosphere the interaction with the ambient medium occyrs in the regime of free molecular 

flux; as the height decreases, we observe a transition to a gasdynamic regime accompanied by the formation of a 

strong shock wave (SW) (according to [1 ], for bodies with a diameter of > I0 m the regime changes at heights of 

120-100 km). Behind the shock-wave front (SWF), the air is heated to the temperature T - 104-105 K, is strongly 

ionized, and becomes the source of intense radiation with characteristic flux densities S - 109 W/cm 2. The basic 

processes that govern the structure of a shock wave of such intensity are dissociation and ionization of the gas, 

elastic collisions of electrons with heavy particles ensuring relaxation of the temperatures of electronic and ionic 

subsystems to a unified plasma temperature, electron heat conduction, and radiation transfer. The transfer of 

radiant energy has an effect on the dynamic parameters of flow and its space scales and governs the ablation of 

the meteoric body surface. The vapor produces the inhomogeneity of the plasma as far as the chemical composition 

is concerned and can change the intensity of SW radiation. 

The problem of the structure of a plane radiating SW is among the classical problems of radiation 

gasdynamics. We note here the seminal works by Zel'dovich [2] and Raizer [3, 4 1, in which consideration was 

given to the qualitative pattern of gas flow in the front of a strong radiating SW and the existence of density and 

temperature discontinuities was proved. In [5 ], calculations of the structure of an SW in air of normal density were 

performed, in which the spectral properties of radiation were described using 38 groups while the angular radiation 

distribution was prescribed approximately (according to the cosine law). A complete classification of SWs in 

radiating gas is given in [6 ]. Nonstationary radiating SWs generated by a flat piston are modeled in [7-9 ]. If the 

piston velocity is constant, the asymptotic step of the problem considered describes the SWF structure. Results of 

experimental investigations of the radiation properties of large-amplitude shock waves in gases are contained in 

[10]. 
In [11-14 ], an analysis of the set of physical and radiation-gasdynamic processes in strong radiating shock 

waves is made, which showed that the description of the wave structure as a first approximation reduces to the 

problem of radiation relaxation on the SW front. Its solution in the diffusion approximation for a "gray" gas [11-13 ] 

permits determining the distribution of gasdynamic and radiation parameters ahead of a viscous shock and in the 

relaxation zone behind it. The  profiles calculated are employed to construct a self-consistent solution with the 

optical characteristics of a real spectrum [11, 14 ]. Given below are a brief formulation of the problem and the 
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TABLE 1. Rosseland and Planck Radiat ion Paths behind an SWF 

H,  km 

Z R ~ c m  

L p  , c m  

50 
102-103 

10~ 

40 30 
101-3.102 10~ l 

3 .10-1-3 .100 10-1_100 

20 
3 -  10-2-100 

3- 10-z-3 �9 10 -1 

10 
10-2_10 -1 

10-3_10 -2 

results of calculating the radiation of a plane SW for different heights and velocities of its motion. The radiation 

fluxes on the Earth 's  surface genera ted  in the motion of a large asteroid in the atmosphere are evaluated. 

Structure  and Radiation of Strong SWs. Analysis shows [ 11, 12 ] that the largest length scale in the problem 

of the s tructure of a radiating SW is associated with the thermal-radiation paths of a plasma (the characteristic 

quantum energies are E - ( 2 - 5 )  T). The  radiation mean free path exceeds the characteristic dissociation L d and 

ionization ~ lengths of air [15]. It also exceeds the scale of the region of relaxation of the electron and heavy- 

particle tempera tures  to a unified plasma temperature  [16] and the length of the zone where electron heat  

conduction is substantial [17 ]. When the characteristic relaxation lengths differ markedly in magnitude, analyzing 

the SW structure is simplified considerably [181 since the terms that correspond to the processes with scales 

/-4 << Lmax turn out to be small as far  as the parameter Li /Lma  x is concerned. It what follows it is assumed that 

dissociation and ionization processes "watch" the temperature and density of the medium, the temperatures of the 

electrons and the atoms (ions) are the same, and electron heat conduction is small as compared to radiant  heat 

transfer.  The  structure of a strong radiating shock wave is described by the system of steady-state equations of 

one-dimensional  plane gasdynamics and radiation transfer.  In the coordinate system related to an SWF, it has the 

form 

2 D 2 
p u  po D P + p u  2 PoD2 p u S PO SO (1) 

= ' = P ~  ' ~ + F  + ~ + - = ~ ~  D Po - T + - - ' p o  D '  

die 
kt -~X = tee (IEeq -- l e ) ,  SE = f IEf2 dr2,  S = S E d E ,  (2) 

(4:r) 0 

where the subscript 0 refers to the equilibrium state of 

unper turbed gas relative to the SWF. The  solution of Eqs. ( 

quantities and the flux So going from the SWF to "infinity" 

the gas ahead of the front;  D is the velocity of the 

1 ) - ( 2 )  that determines the spatial distribution of all the 

depends on the parameters of the unperturbed medium 

(/90, P0) and the wave velocity D. Very far behind the SW, the parameters of flow correspond to the equation of a 

shock adiabat;  the radiation flux is absent  ($1 = 0). Indeed, for heights H _< 50 km, the characteristic temperatures  

behind the front are in the range T -- 2 - 9  eV, and the compression ratios are P / P o  = 10-14 .  The corresponding 

Rosseland and Planck mean free paths of radiation behind the SWF are given in Table  1. It shows that when H = 

50 km the largest Rosseland paths have order  L R < 103 cm and decrease sharply with height. The Planck mean 

free paths are generally smaller by one to two orders of magnitude than the Rosseland mean free paths. If it is 

taken into account that, for an asteroid body with a linear scale of - 1 km, the viscous shock is at a distance of 

~ 1 0 0 - 2 0 0  m from its surface and its position depends weakly on the velocity of motion D, the assumption that 

the layer  of compressed gas behind the front is optically thick is justified in a wide range of conditions. 

Using the equation of state p = p(p, T) and the law of conservation of momentum, we can construct relations 

dependent  on one variable, which describe a change in the characteristics of the gas in the SW. The parameters  in 

them are Po, P0, and D. Having selected the temperature as this variable and having determined e (T ) ,  p ( T ) ,  and 

p (t), we find all the thermodynamic characteristics at a given spatial point from the temperature  in it. Subsequently,  

from the equation of conservation of mass flux and energy we determine the gas velocity u = p o D / p  and the radiation 

flux 

S = S O - P o D F  (T) ,  

D 2 
P0 (1 - r/) - (1 - r/) 2 r/ (T). F (T)  = e (rl) - e 0 - ~0 ~ , = P o / P  = ~1 

(3) 
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Fig. 1. Tempera ture  and  radiation-flux distributions along ~ for H --- 30 km 

and  D -- 50 (1), 30 (2), and  20 km/sec  (3). T, eV; S, MW. 

From (3) it can be seen that  the spatial profile of the flux depends on SO in addition to P0, P0, and  D. We note 

that the signs of the velocity D and the flux S are always opposite. The  initial state ahead of the f ront  corresponds 

to the flux S = So, i.e., F(T  o) = 0. In the equilibrium state behind the SW front,  S1 = 0 and F(T1) = So/(PoD). 

Since F(Tp  < 0, the finite temperature  behind the wave front will be lower than in the absence of the escaping 

radiation. If the luminesced energy is disregarded and the radiant  flux escaping from the SW is considered to be 

small as compared  to the hydrodynamic  flux (S O << poD3~2), the finite tempera ture  will also be de te rmined  by the 

condition F(T1) = O. 

To find a self-consistent solution of the equations of radiat ion gasdynamics  that satisfies the boundary 

conditions, we mus t  construct  a convergent  iteration process. For this purpose, "good" initial profiles of the 

gasdynamic pa rame te r s  are required. Thei r  distribution can be found by considering the t ransfer  of radiation in a 

"gray"-diffusion approximat ion [ 11, 13 ]. The  corresponding equations 

dS c dU 4crT 4 (4) 
~- = c ( U ~ q  - t O ,  s . . . .  , U ~ q  - s dr c 

in view of (3) reduce  to one equation on the phase plane of the variables U - T  

dU (poD) 2 F  ' ( T ) ( F  ( T ) -  So/(PoD)) (5) 
dT = - 3 /--~--- ) Ueq (T) -- U ' 

whose detailed ana lys i s  is given in [ 11 ]. Upon solution of the problem on the phase plane, integrating the expression 

= PoOF (T) aT ) ' (6) 

we can obtain the t empera tu re  and radiant-f lux distributions along r - the "average" optical variable reckoned from 

the wave front.  Figure 1 shows the profiles of the temperature and  the radiat ion flux in the wave at a height of 30 

km with velocities of 50, 30, and 20 km/sec .  From the figure we notice that  the regime of propagat ion turns out to 

be supercritical for  D = 50 km/sec  (the tempera ture  ahead of the viscous shock is T_ = TI) ,  subcritical with D = 

20 km/sec  (T_ < Tl ) ,  and near-critical for D = 30 km/sec  (T_ = T1). We note a significant difference in the 

optical thicknesses of the heating layer and  the relaxation region behind the viscous shock; the la t ter  turns out to 

be much smaller.  When D > Dcr , in view of the condition T_ = T1 the radiant  flux on the discontinuity Sf is 

determined by law of conservation of energy (3) Sf = -poDF(TI)  (F(TI) must  be taken on the branch of the 

function corresponding to the states with density p that is similar to P0)- The  quantity Df is independent  of the 

spectral characteris t ics  of radiation in the vicinity of the shock. Nonequil ibr ium radiation genera ted  in an optically 

thin t e m p e r a t u r e  peak  makes  a small  cont r ibut ion  to the flux. In subscr i t i ca l -ampl i tude  waves  (D < Dcr), 

unidirectional f luxes near  the viscous compression shock differ strongly.  Nonetheless,  in this case, too, the flux Sf 

and the t empera tu re  jump T•  are described rather  well by the "gray"-diffusion approximation (the flux from the 
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Fig. 2. Profiles of the t empera ture  and radiation flux (a) a n d  of the degrees 

of ionization ai and dissociation ad, and the compression rat io P / P o  (b). H -- 

30 km, D = 50 (1), 40 (2), and  30 km/sec  (3). X, cm. 

front is similar to aT~l, while the flux from the heating layer to the front is small) .  For example,  in [7 ], with the 

mass  velocity of the gas behind the SWF V = 30 km/sec  and the initial dens i ty  of the air P0 = 1.23- 10 -4  g / c m  3 

(these parameters  correspond to H = 18 km and  D = 33 km/sec) ,  the m a x i m u m  temperature  in the heat ing layer 

is T_  = 4 eV, the peak tempera ture  is T+ -- 7.3 eV, and the flux on the front  is Sf = 165 MW/cm 2. Calculations in 

the "gray"-diffusion approximat ion yield T_ -- 4 eV, T+ = 7.24 eV, and Sf = 152 MW/cm 2. The  difference in the 

flux Sr is most probably associated with slight differences in the equation of s ta te  since, in [7 ], the equilibrium 

temperature  is T1 = 5.7 eV and,  in our case - 5.56 eV. 

The profiles of the gasdynamic quantities were converted from the average  optical variable T to the space 

coordinate x with al lowance for the character  of radiation t ransfer  in various layers II 1, 14]. In the waves of 

supercritical ampli tude in the heating zone the temperature  T(r) changes weakly on the scale Ar = 1. The  radiant 

heat  t ransfer  here occurs in the regime of radiant  heat  conduction. There fore  it is natural to use the Rosseland 

mean free path of radiat ion.  The  Planck mean absorption coefficient served as the conversion scale near  the SWF 

and in the forepart  of the heating zone where the radiation is strongly nonequilibrium. In the iteration process, 

which coordinates the energy  and radiative t ransfer  equations, it is most difficult to obtain the self-consistent 

solution in the vicinity of the front and at the per iphery of the heating zone. Here ,  we have to find the absorption 

coefficient K that  de te rmines  the relationship between the space and optical variables (Ax = A t / K )  by averaging 

the spectral absorption coefficient xe over the self-radiation field. In calculating waves of subcritical amplitude,  

convergence of the solution is promoted by the weaker  effect of the heating layer  on the parameters  of flow behind 

the viscous shock. 

To describe radia t ion transfer in a real spectrum, use was made of the integral equation for a flux that is 

equal to the difference of unidirectional fluxes: 

T E 
+ + 

S E (TE) = 2 f SEe q (T') [exp (T' -- rE) - (Te~ -- r ' )  E l (r E -- r ' )  I dT' + SEO ( rE) ,  (7) 
T O 

S E ('l:E) = 2 f SEe q (r') [exp (r e - T') - ( f  - TE) E l (r '  -- TE) l dT' + SE0 (rE) .  
T E 

(8) 
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Fig. 3. Structure of an SW at the height H = 20 km for D = 20 (a) and 50 

km/sec  (b). lvis, cm. 

In numerical in tegrat ion of the radiative t ransfer  equations in the form of (7) and (8), the source function 

SEeq(Z") is app rox ima ted  linearly inside the counting cell, which ensures  reaching the limit of radiant  heat 

conduction. We note that representation of the solution of the t ransfer  equation in the form of a flux leads to a 

complex s tructure of  expressions (7) and (8) that is manifested in the absence of a local relat ion between the fluxes 

at neighboring points. The  total radiation is found by direct integration over the spectrum; 1300 spectral groups 

describe the range of quantum energies, in which plasma emission is substantial. 

Let us consider  further  the results of calculations. Figure 2 (the wave is moving from left to right) presents 

the physical characteristics in the heating zone ahead of the shock wave at a height of 30 kin. Here ,  for SW velocities 

D = 50, 40, and 30 kin/see,  the distributions of the temperature, the radiant  flux, the degrees of dissociation a d 

and ionization ai of air, and the compression P / P o  ahead of the SWF are  shown. Waves with these D at heights 

H > 30 km/sec  are  supercritical. Comparison of the dependences of the radiant flux and the parameters ccd and 

a i shows that the maximum divergences of the flux correspond to the segments where intense dissociation and 

ionization of the gas occur. As is evident from the plots, in all the cases the dissociation and ionization waves are 

separated in space ra ther  strongly. 

Figure 3 shows the structure of shock waves with velocities of 20 and 50 km/sec  at a height of 20 kin. 

Unlike in the previous data, here the profiles of the parameters are given on both sides of the viscous shock. The 

gas t e mpe ra tu r e ,  the rad iant  flux S, and  the radia t ion  flux in the  "visible" region  of the spectrum Svis 

(1.5 < E < 6.5 eV, to the S c h u m a n n - R u n g e  absorption band),  the degrees  of dissociation and ionization of the 

gas, and the radiat ion mean free path in the "visible" range averaged over the local radiat ion spectrum /vis are 

presented. The  space coordinate ahead of the SW front is prescribed in a logarithmic scale and behind the front 

- in a linear scale. As is evident from the plot, for D = 20 km/sec the radiation of the visible range on the SWF 

amounts to about  15% of the total flux; at a distance of 40 cm ahead of the front the entire radiation of the SW is 

in the visible spectrum; the slight difference in the fluxes S and Svis at large distances is associated with the fact 

that the total flux involves the IR spectral region. Behind the front the fraction of Svis in the total flux increases, 
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Fig. 4. Normalized function of the radiation flux of an SW (D = 50 km/sec,  
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Fig. 5. Spectral flux of SW radiation (D = 20 km/sec,  H = 20 kin): 1) X = 0, 

S = 8.76 MW/cm2; 2) 4 cm and 2.9; 3) 55 and 0.93; 4) 9.2.103 and 0.405. 

which is due to the t ransparency of the relaxation zone sufficient for this radiat ion (lvis- Ax - 1 cm). Shorter-wave 

thermal radiation that corresponds to T1 = 2.77 eV has smaller paths and is thermalized more rapidly. With a wave 

velocity of 50 km/sec  the radiation Svis amounts to somewhat more than 1% of the total flux from the front, and 

the transition to the visible range of SW radiation occurs at a distance of 102 cm from the front; behind  the SWF 

the contribution of Svis is slight since the scale of the relaxation zone clearly exceeds its mean free pa th .  

The radiation spectra of shock waves at various distances from a viscous shock are presented in Figs. 4 and 

5 for several parameters  D and H. For the spectral functions of radiation (f ~oEdE = 1) at various distances from 
o 

the SWF to be comparable,  r (1) in Fig. 4 is increased fivefold and ~OE(2) is increased twofold. Figure 5 also 

shows black-body rad ia t ion  corresponding to the equilibrium tempera ture  behind the front TI and  the peak 

temperature T+. It can be seen that for quanta with E <_ 7 eV the temperature  peak is optically t ransparent ,  and 

the radiation in this region is similar to Planckian radiation with Tl. The  radiant  flux in spectral lines is closer to 

SEeq(T+). On the whole,  the temperature peak radiates a spectrum which is characteristic of a semitransparent  

layer. Comparison of the  spectra (Fig. 5) and the degrees of dissociation (Fig. 3) at equal distances from the front 

X = 4 and 55 cm shows that  the dissociation wave is maintained by radiation with a quantum energy in the range 
E =  6 .5 -11  eV. 

In waves of supercritical amplitude, because of the high opacity of the region heated ahead of the front the 

flux that goes to "infinity" is formed in its peripheral part while the radiation of hot layers is shielded. In subcritical 

SWs, the flux going to "infinity" is radiated from the SW front, and the heat ing tongue can shield it only partially. 

For example, at height H = 0 the temperature ahead of the viscous shock is T_ = 5.08, 2.57, 1.13, and 0.43 eV for 

D = 50, 40, 30, and 20 km/sec ,  respectively; the air ahead of the SW is partially dissociated and ionized. Therefore 

shielding of the radiat ion going from the wave front is substantial in the heating zone. Here it is converted to 

thermal radiation with lower T. 

When the radiat ion going to "infinity" is analyzed, the absorption coefficient as a function of the quantum 

energy at low tempera tures  is of fundamental importance. As is known [ 19-21 ], absorption increases sharply behind 

the ionization thresholds  of the fundamental components of air; this causes the radiation to shift to a softer region 

of the spectrum with distance from the front (Figs. 4 and 5). At ra ther  far  distances, the entire radiation is 

concentrated in the visible region. The absorption coefficient in it is small as compared to the remaining segments 

of the spectrum where the SW radiates. At temperatures of - 103 K the absorption coefficient remains practically 

constant with T [22 ] while its dependence on the quantum energy E and the density can be approximated by the 
expression 
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TABLE 2. Fluxes in SW: Sg =poD3/2, S o (MW/cm2), and  a = So/Sg 

H,  km 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

(%) 

Sg 
So 
cz 

Sg 
So 
<x 

Sg 
So 
cz 

Sg 
So 

Sg 
So 
a 

Sg 
So 
t~ 

D, km/sec 
50 40 30 20 10 

6.375 
1.2-2 

1.88-1 

2.54+1 
5.2-2 

2.05-1 

1.15+2 
2.55-1 
2.22-1 

5.556+2 
1.32 

2.37-1 

2.619+3 
6.96 

2.66-1 

7.688+3 
2.21+I 
2.88-1 

3.264 
9.7-3 

2 .97- I  

1.30+1 
4.1-2 
3.4-1 

5.888+1 
2.03-1 
3.45-1 

2.845+2 
1.08 

3.8-1 

1.341+3 
5.57 

4.15-1 

3.936+3 
17.7 

4.5-1 

1.377 
7.2-3 

5.23-I  

5.495 
3.1-2 

6.16-1 

2.484+1 
1.53-1 
6.2-1 

1.200+2 
8.08-I  
6.73-1 

5.657+2 
4.19 

7.4-1 

1.660+3 
12.9 

7.77-1 

4.08-1 
4.8-3 
1.18 

1.628 
2.07-2 

1.39 

7.360 
1.02-1 

1.4 

3.556+1 
5.37-1 

1.51 

1.676+2 
2.8 
1.67 

4.920+2 
8.61 
1.75 

5. I -2  
2.5-3 

4.9 

2.035-1 
1.04-2 

5.1 

9.20-1 
4.7-2 

5.1 

4.445 
1.0-1 
2.81 

2.095+1 
1.45-1 
6.9-1 

6.15+1 
1.65-1 
2.68-1 

log x E (cm - l )  = E (4.33 - 0 .66E) - 11.41 + 1.5 log (P/Po) 

(E in eV and  P0 = 1.23.10 -3 g/cm3).  The  characteristic paths of radiation with E = 3 eV in "cold" air at heights 

of 50, 40, and  30 km are equal to - 109 ,  108, and 107 cm, respectively. One usually assumes that cold air  is 

t ransparent  to a visible light. Distinct absorption begins in the Schumann-Runge  band at wavelengths ,l _ 90 ram. 

Large,  even  if finite,  paths  of the radiat ion of the visible range cause hea t ing  of the gas to tempera tures  

T -  ( 1 - 3 ) - 1 0 3  K at large distances, the radiation flux decreasing exponentially. Therefore,  as the heat ing-zone 

width we can take the largest physical scale, which is the distance from the SW front to the boundary of the 

dissociation region of the air. The  radiation escaping from this boundary (conventionally a d -~ 0.05) is in the visible 

range of the spectrum; it perturbs slightly the initial parameters  of the medium, and we can consider it as going 

to "infinity." In the absence of distinct dissociation of air  in the heating layer, the radiation escaping from the SW 

front is vir tually not shielded. In this case, the shock wave radiates as a black body with equilibrium tempera ture  

Tl, and the  radiation flux at "infinity" is equal to the fraction of the visible spectrum in the total flux crT 4. T h e  

flux of the radiation going to "infinity" SO calculated in this manner  and its ratio to the hydrodynamic energy flux 

Sg (a = So/Sg) are given in Table  2. We note that in relatively weak shock waves (D = I0 km/sec, H = 20, 10, and  

0 kin) the gas ahead of the front is not dissociated; the radiation flux leaving the SWF is evaluated by the number  

S O = flviso'T~l. 
T h e  character  of shielding the radiation of the optical range (2 = 3 8 0 - 6 8 0  nm) escaping from the front SW 

as its velocity increases is presented in Fig. 6. Here the dependences of the flux in this spectral interval obta ined 

by calculation of the SW structure and found by the formula $62 = fl~aT~l are shown for H = 0, 20, and 50 km. 

Comparison of these data shows that the maximum of the radiation of the optical range is attained with velocities 

( temperatures)  that are smaller than the critical values for this height. For example, with H = 0, Dcr = 88.1 km/ sec  

[23 ] and  Dma x = 50; with H = 20 km, Dcr = 60 km/sec  and Dmax = 39; and with H = 50 kin, Dcr = 15 km/ sec  

while Dma x = 10 km/sec.  
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km/sec;  20) 20. S, kW/m 2, H, km. 

Fig. 9. Radiation flux on the earth 's  surface vs. distance L from the epicenter: 

1) D = 50 km/sec;  2) 20. L, kin. 

Pa rame te r s  of Radiation on the Ear th 's  Surface. Radiation transfer of the energy from shock-compressed 

gas layers to a body governs the ablation of its surface. Analysis of the ablation processes based on the solution 

of the plane Stefan problem [24 ] permits comparison of the arrival rate of the vapor of asteroid material Qv with 

the rate of arrival  of air at the shock front. Figure 7 gives the dimensionless evaporation rate 6v as a function of 

the weight for  two velocities of the shock wave D = 50 and I0 km/sec.  As is evident from the figure, for H _< 40 

km, 6v < 1. T h e  internal energy of the vapor is close to the evaporation energy (e v = 6.3 kJ /g  for Fe and e v = 9 

kJ/g for SiO2). With the corresponding temperatures they turn out to be rather t ransparent  to the longwave 

radiation of the shock wave (more rigid radiation from the front is reabsorbed by the air layers). Accordingly, the 

vapor densi ty nea r  the surface from the condition of dynamic equilibrium (the equality of pressures) exceeds the 

density of the  ambient  air by an order  of magnitude and more. Since 6 v < l at the heights considered, the 

evaporated mass is re tarded and is removed by the gas flux to the periphery of flow. If the accumulation of the 

evaporated mass at large heights is disregarded (there ~v > 1 and the vapor mass is not removed by the inflowing 

air flux) the evaporation pattern can be considered to be quasistationary. Then the mass of material evaporated 

per unit t ime is equal to the mass of the vapor blown off by the inflowing flux. In this case, the vapor mass is 

likely to be relatively small, and therefore in subsequent calculations the absorption coefficient of the vapor teE(T, 

p) is assumed to be equal to its values for air. 

From the  one-dimensional temperature  and density fields in the vicinity of the body calculated for a set of 

velocities D and  heights H, we evaluated the radiant fluxes on the earth 's  surface at different stages of asteroid 
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Fig. 10. Spectral radiation flux on the earth's surface at the epicenter for 

different heights of the motion of a body with D = 50 km/sec: 1) H = 40 km; 

2) 30; 3) 20; 4) 10. SE, kW/(m2"eV); E, eV. 

motion. Consideration was given to the case of its fall at angle n / 2  to the surface. To allow for the attenuation of 

radiation in cold air enroute to the surface, the intensity of the radiation escaping from the heating region ahead 

of the shock wave was multiplied by exp (-tCEh), where ~c E is the mass coefficient of absorption of the cold air at 

H 
height H and h = fp(H)dH is the characteristic height of the atmosphere. The radiation flux at various points of 

o 

the surface was determined by direct integration with respect to the quantum energy. Instead of a detailed angular 

integration we used the average intensity multiplied by the solid angle at which the luminous region with the 

characteristic diameter equal to the diameter of the body (1 km) can be seen from the point of observation. The 

results of this calculation are given in Figs. 8 and 9. The first figure shows the radiation flux at the point of fall 

(the epicenter) as a function of the height of body motion. The second figure presents the flux as a function of the 

distance to the epicenter for different heights of body motion. We note that the optical characteristics of the cold 

air were determined from the transmission of solar radiation by the atmosphere I25, 26 ]. The spectral parameters 

of radiation on the Earth's surface at the epicenter are given in Fig. 10. It can be seen that as H decreases the 

radiation spectrum on the surface becomes more rigid. This is due both to the temperature increase behind the 

shock-wave front with decreasing height and the decrease in the shielding action of the earth's atmosphere. 

The work was carried out under the program of the International Science and Technology Center, project 

B23-96. 

N O T A T I O N  

D, shock-wave velocity; p, density; p, pressure; e, specific internal energy; T, temperature; u, gas velocity 

relative to the shock-wave front; S, radiation-energy flux; IF., spectral intensity of radiation; IEeq, equilibrium 

intensity; St, radiant flux on the viscous shock; )7, reciprocal of compression; r, optical thickness; U, density of 

radiation energy; Ueq, density of equilibrium-radiation energy; c, velocity of light; ICE, spectral absorption 

coefficient; f2, direction of photon propagation;/~, cosine of the angle between the direction of photon propagation 

and the normal to the SWF; SEeq, density of the equilibrium-radiation flux; a d and ai, degrees of dissociation and 

ionization; E, quantum energy; I,  wavelength; T+, temperatures behind and ahead of the viscous compression 

shock; Li, space scale of ionization; Ld, dissociation length; L R, Rosseland mean free path of radiation; Lp, Planck 

mean free path; flvis, fraction of radiation of the visible range in the black-body radiation flux; Svis, flux of radiation 

of the visible spectrum; /vis, mean free path of radiation of the visible spectrum; Sg, hydrodynamic energy flux in 

an SW; So, radiation-energy flux going to "infinity"; a, Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Subscripts: 0 corresponds to 

the states of equilibrium ahead of the SW and 1 - behind it; E1 (x), integral exponential function; 6v, dimensionless 

evaporation rate. 
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